MSC Activity–WGs

- The P754 working group (floating point arithmetic, 2018 revision) has bi-weekly teleconferences, and is nearing completion of a revised document (meant to correct and clarify IEEE 754-2008).
- There is progress in implementing IEEE 1823-2015 (standardized laptop power supplies).
- IEEE 1788-2015 (standard for interval arithmetic) has been implemented under various programming languages and environments. Notable is the open-source implementation in common linux repositories and distros.
- The P1722 and P1722.1-2013/Cor 1 documents, passed sponsor ballot and are presently under editorial review.
- P1788.1, based on IEEE 1788-2015, is in draft form, with the working group ratifying the text.
MSC (cont.)

- An updated MSC P&P was under email vote until May 26, to be subsequently forwarded to AUDCOM.
- Jonathan Goldberg has handed over IEEE staff support of the MSC to Christy Bahn.